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1. Introduction

Standards, Regulations and Guidance

1.01 The DfEE Constructional Standards refer to the
Building Regulations with regard to access to
school buildings for people with disabilities.
Design Note 18 Access for Disabled People to
Educational Buildings is superseded by
Approved Document Part M of the Building
Regulations, subject to overriding variations
concerning escape routes, ramps and sanitary
fittings, set out in the Constructional Standards.
This Building Bulletin gives supplementary non-
statutory guidance for

school governors and commissioning bodies,
seeking to promote a general understanding
of the issues and providing guidelines for the
briefing process

building designers, providing technical
advice to augment the provisions of the
Building Regulations in the particular
instance of schools.

1.02 Attitudes towards disability are changing,
moving away from the perception of a distinct,
homogeneous group for whom separate special
provision can be made, towards the notion of
environmental accessibility for all. In that context
it has also begun to be recognised that this
embraces the entire built environment, both
existing and yet to be constructed. This in turn
means that acceptable, or 'reasonable' standards
of provision will be the result not just of how
buildings are designed, but also of how they are
managed and operated. This applies as much to
school buildings as to all other buildings in
public use. However, the legal test of whether
premises reflect a situation of 'disability
discrimination', will be evaluated under the
terms of the Disability Discrimination Act 1995
(DDA) in relation to the claims of individual
people.

1.03 Children in special schools are now most likely to
be those with multiple or severe disabilities,
while increasing numbers of pupils with a wide
range of disabilities are being accommodated in
mainstream provision. In that context therefore
it is important to remember that as the needs of
a disabled individual child change, so there may
be a need to carry out further building and / or
operational modifications in response.

A

Built Environment and its Management

1.11 The built environment, however well designed,
can not solve all of the problems encountered by
disabled people. Managerial or organizational
decisions often determine whether the disabled
are included or excluded.

1.12 When building work to improve access is
proposed, it is therefore essential that the
evaluation includes current and projected use of
space as well as its physical characteristics in
order to produce an integrated approach and to
involve school governors and managers and,
wherever possible, the disabled users in the
process. Depending upon the scale of the works,
wider involvement of the school and local
community may be appropriate.

1.13 The aim should be to optimize the balance
between changes in function and building work
to produce the most economic and efficient use
of resources that takes into account the needs of
people with disabilities.

1.14 Strategic thinking of this kind will benefit the
whole school, not just people with disabilities. It
also allows the combination of different budget
heads to achieve overall improvements.

1.15 A strategic overall plan, even if it has to be
phased because of lack of funds, will allow the
needs of an individual to be viewed in the
context of accessibility generally.

Scope and Use of the Building Bulletin

1.21 It is intended that this Bulletin should assist
governors and managers of schools, their
architects, and local education authorities (LEAs)
to achieve optimum accessibility of their school
buildings. It recognizes that how schools are
designed, managed and operated will all
determine the successful outcome.

1.22 Section 2, Disability Discrimination Act 1995,
summarises the provisions within the Act with
regard to: education, including disabled pupils,
special educational needs policy and the new
duty to provide information in Annual Reports;
schools as places for employment and to which
the public are admitted; application of the Act's
provisions to existing premises, and their
alteration as well as the implications for newbuild
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situations; the concept of 'reasonableness'; and
reference to relevant standards and Codes of
Practice and the significance of the Accessibility
Audit.

1.23 Section 3, Accessibility Audit, deals with the
process of the audit and the purpose and
structure of the Report to which it gives rise.
Appendix B illustrates Accessibility Audit pro-
formas for carrying out an Audit survey, cross
referenced to design guidance.

1.24 The design guidance in Section 4 supplements
the provisions of the DfEE Constructional
Standards, and applies to new-build construction
and also extensions and refurbishment. Sections
4 and 5 are concerned with not only meeting
Constructional Standards criteria, but with the
building management issues which flow from the
provision of accessibility.

1.25 Section 5 also includes consideration of the
issues surrounding the interaction of
requirements for Safety, Security and
Accessibility.

1.26 Appendix A covers references and sources of
information.

Definitions

1.31 In this document the definitions of disabilities
are those contained within the DDA (see Section
2 which follows).

1.32 'Access' is taken to mean access to and within,
and egress from school buildings. Whilst
considering the route to and through the
classroom door it does not go beyond it.

1.33 'School Buildings' covers maintained primary
and secondary schools, including special schools
and SEN units ie Community, Voluntary and
Foundation schools.

1.34 'Resource Bases' are purpose-built or specially
modified accommodation attached to
mainstream schools.

1.35 `Resourced Mainstream Schools' covers
adaptations to allow pupils with a range of
disabilities to attend mainstream schools,
probably with a permanent core of support staff
and equipment. This is in contrast with ad hoc
adaptations for individual pupils.



Z. Disability Discrimination Act 1995

2.01 The Department's Circular Number 3/97,
`What the Disability Discrimination Act 1995
means for Schools and LEAs' , gives guidance
on the implications of the Disability
Discrimination Act. The new rights that the
DDA gives to disabled people affect governing
bodies and LEAs in three main areas:

Employing staff. Employers, including
governing bodies and LEAs, must not
unjustifiably discriminate against current
employees or job applicants on the grounds
of disability, and may have to make
reasonable adjustments to their employment
arrangements or premises if these
substantially disadvantage a disabled person.

Providing non-educational services to the
public. Governing bodies and LEAs must not
unjustifiably discriminate against disabled
people when providing non-educational
services, for example, when they let rooms in
the school for community use. From
October 1999 they will be required to take
reasonable steps to change policies, practices
or procedures which make it impossible or
unreasonably difficult for disabled people to
use a service; provide auxiliary aids or
services which would enable disabled people
to use a service; and overcome physical
barriers by providing a service by a
reasonable alternative method. From 2004
they will have to take reasonable steps to
remove, alter, or provide reasonable means of
avoiding physical features that make it
impossible or unreasonably difficult for
disabled people to use a service.

Publishing information about arrangements
for disabled pupils. Governing bodies, in
their annual reports to parents, must explain
their admission arrangements for disabled
pupils, how they will help such pupils gain
access and what they will do to make sure
they are treated fairly.

2.02 In the provision of goods, facilities and services,
under Part III of the DDA service providers
must not discriminate against disabled people by
refusing to provide any service which is provided
to members of the public, providing a lower
standard of service or providing a service in a

worse manner, or offering a service on less
favourable terms. Provision of education is
excluded from these new requirements as the
Education Act 1996 makes comprehensive
educational provision for children with special
educational needs, and enables parents of
children with special educational needs to play an
active role in their children's education.

2.03 The provision of non-educational services is
covered by the new requirements under Part III
of the DDA. The Department's view is that this
includes activities such as governing body
meetings; services offered to pupils which are not
related to their studies, such as skiing holidays;
services offered to parents, such as meetings to
present the annual report; admission and
exclusion hearings where an appeal is by the
parents ; fund-raising events organised by parent
teacher associations such as jumble sales, boot
sales or dances; leisure time activities for children
or adults without any element of educational
development; and the use of school sports
facilities by the local community or the hiring of
school accommodation to members of the
public.

2.04 In December 1997 the Government established
a Disability Rights Task Force (DRTF), its remit
being:

To consider how best to secure comprehensive,
enforceable civil rights for disabled people within
the context of our wider society, and to make
recommendations on the role and functions of a
Disability Rights Commission (DRC). The
DRTF will take full account of the costs as well
as the benefits of any proposals, as far as is
quantifiable and practicable, and in particular
ensure that its recommendations for a DRC
achieve value for money for the taxpayer.

DRTF submitted its recommendations on the
establishment of a Disability Rights Commission
and a White Paper was published in 1998.
If accepted, once the DRC has been established,
the National Disability Council will cease to
exist. The Task Force's final recommendations
will be submitted to the Government in 1999
and are likely to recommend new disability
discrimination civil rights legislation to replace
the existing DDA.
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2.05 During the coming years governors, managers
and architects will find that they will increasingly
need to look at their buildings to ensure that
they are made as fully accessible as possible.
In that context the Accessibility Audit is a
fundamental tool (see Section 3 and Appendix
B). To some extent the DfEE 1997
Constructional Standards are outweighed by the
requirements of the Disability Discrimination
Act, whether or not construction is taking
place. Accessibility is therefore an issue relating
not only to how buildings are designed and built
but also to how they are operated, managed and
maintained. In the case of Listed Buildings the
publication of 'Easy Access to Historic
Properties' by English Heritage is particularly
helpful.

2.06 It is now more widely recognised that disability is
a normal part of life, varying in its degree,
diversity and distribution, and that it is likely to
affect all of us to a greater or lesser extent at
some point in our lives. For some however, their
disabilities may be made particularly apparent,
their dependency upon others increased and their
dignity diminished directly as the result of the
inaccessibility of the buildings which they are
seeking to use, including schools.

2.07 The definitions of people with disabilities under
the provisions of the DDA are very broad. A
`handicap' results from the interaction of a
person's disability with their environment. When
it is appreciated that people with disabilities are
defined as including

wheelchair users

ambulant disabled people

elderly people

those with poor dexterity or little strength

those who lack comprehension

those with impaired vision

those with impaired hearing,

and that handicapping conditions of varying
degrees of severity will arise for those who are

of excessively large or small stature

mothers-to-be in the later stages of
pregnancy

9

parents and others in charge of small
children, particularly those using pushchairs

temporarily injured

sick or ill

emotionally distressed or unstable,

it becomes easier to understand how important it
is that the conventional and often stereotypical
picture of the population needs to be reassessed.

2.08 The provisions of the DDA require that
reasonable changes must be made to premises 'if
these substantially disadvantage a disabled person
compared to a non-disabled person'.
Examples of changes to physical features that
might be required can include

widening doorways for wheelchair access

changing taps to make them easier to turn

altering lighting for people with restricted
vision

allocating a particular parking space, or
parking spaces for disabled persons' cars.

A number of factors influence whether it is
reasonable for changes to be made. In particular
these include

how much an alteration will improve the
situation for disabled persons

how easy it is to make the changes

the cost of the measure, both financially and
in terms of the disruption that it will cause

the building owner's resources

financial help, or other help that may be
available.

2.09 The Act also defines disability as a physical or
mental impairment which has a substantial and
long-term adverse effect on a person's ability to
carry out normal day-to-day activities. People
who have a disability, and people who have had a
disability, but no longer have one, are all covered
by the Act. Physical and mental impairments
include

physical impairments affecting the senses
such as sight and hearing

mental impairments including learning
disabilities and mental illness (if it is

7



recognised by a respected body of medical
opinion).

Examples that are likely to be considered
substantial include

inability to see moving traffic clearly enough
to cross a road safely

inability to turn taps or knobs, and

inability to remember and relay a simple
message correctly.

Long term effects include

those which have lasted at least 12 months,
or

are likely to last at least 12 months, or

are likely to last for the rest of the life of the
person affected.

They also include those which are likely to recur,
for instance, an effect will be considered to be
long-term if it is likely both to recur, and to do
so at least once beyond the 12 month period
following the first occurrence.

2.10 Day-to-day activities are normal activities carried
out by most people on a regular basis, and must
involve one or more of the following broad
categories

mobility moving from place to place

manual dexterity use of the hands and
fingers

physical co-ordination

continence

the ability to lift, carry or move objects

speech, hearing or eyesight

memory, or ability to concentrate, learn or
understand

being able to recognise physical danger.

8

2.11 For further advice and guidance on the DDA.
reference should be made to:

DfEE Circular number 3/97: 'What the
Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) 1995
means for Schools and LEAs'

obtainable free of charge from:

DfEE Publications Centre
PO Box 6927
London E3 3NZ

Tel: 0171 510 0150

Fax: 0171 510 0196

2.12 Also of particular help, setting out general
information on disability issues is

`A Practical Guide for Disabled People Where to

Find Information, Services and Equipment'

available (also in Braille and audio-cassette) from

Department of Health
PO Box 410
Wetherby
LS23 7LN

10



3. Accessibility Audit

3.01 An Accessibility Audit is not simply about
getting wheelchairs in and out of an existing
building. For an Accessibility Audit to be
effective it should embrace the needs of people
with the whole spectrum of characteristics set
out above. The Audit will involve a detailed
appraisal of the building and its immediate
surroundings and will be prepared in
consultation with governors, managers and staff.
It may well also involve parents and children.

3.02 Pro-forma documents for carrying out an
Accessibility Audit are illustrated at Appendix B.
The documents are arranged in a sequence of 15
sheets covering the following:

ref. title sheet no.

A Approach and car parking 01

B Routes and external level change,

including ramps and steps 02

C Entrances, including reception 03/04

D Horizontal movement and activities 05/06

E Vertical movement and internal
level change 07/08/09

F Doors 10

G Lavatories 11/12

H Fixtures and fittings 13

J Information and controls 14

K Means of escape 15

S Supplementary S/-

3.03 With the Accessibility Audit Report as the base
document, building management strategies to
achieve and sustain accessibility can be
developed. Optimally these can be related to
five/seven year repair and maintenance cycles
with prioritised items of expenditure allocated to
successive years. It is helpful too if the
Accessibility Audit Report is supported by plans,
diagrams and photographs of the existing
situation as well as proposals for future

implementation. It may well be that conflicts will
arise between issues of security, safety and
accessibility. The Accessibility Audit Report
should therefore be discussed with insurers and
should stand alongside the schoo1fire safety and
maintenance manuals.

3.04 The objectives in preparing the Accessibility
Report should include

understanding how the building(s) and
spaces between and around can best
function, having in mind the needs of people
with disabilities

agreeing operational access policies for them

establishing the priorities, procedures and
programme for carrying out the works
required

identifying the availability of resources
including finance

developing procedures for maintaining
accessibility, safety and security, including
during periods of construction, whether or
not Construction, Design and Management
(CDM) Regulations apply

developing procedures for subsequently
maintaining the highest possible levels of
accessibility upon completion of the works.

3.05 Accessibility Audit Report Format

A suggested format for an Accessibility Audit
Report is set out as follows:

11

Section 1 Introduction

General description of the building and its
arrangements, including a summary of any
perceived problems and issues relating to
accessibility for people with disabilities as defined
by the DDA.

Section 2 Schedule

A schedule of items extracted from the survey
proformas listing and illustrating all points
needing attention and indicating the possible
action required together with its indicative cost



and relative priority, following the sequence of
the survey. As an example:

Premises: XXXXXXX XXX School

Item

A.Approach

A/1

There is no designated disabled parking
space in front of the school

Action

Mark out two designated spaces as near to
entrance door as possible + provide signs

Cost

£115 +.£40

Priority

Next financial year

Section 3 Photographs, diagrams and plans
(reduced)

Section 4 Conclusions and recommendations

Section 5 Access Audit pro-formas.

3.06 In arriving at the conclusions and
recommendations it should be possible to place
the proposals for action in the context of

day to day operating procedures

repair and maintenance programmes

minor works

adaptation and improvement works

major works and whole building
improvements.

Categories of prioritisation could be

now

regarded as urgently needed, often to
provide safe access as much as to achieve
access itself

routine maintenance

falling within routine procedures for
maintenance and repair and perhaps
requiring instruction and monitoring of
suppliers and contractors (eg BT, towel
suppliers etc), and possibly staff

next financial year.

items to be included in the works
programme of the first financial year
available within the five/seven year cycle

part of refurbishment

seen as needing to be included within
proposals for the general refurbishment
of the building.

If fund-raising is necessary it may be helpful to
group items together to show alternative
proposals, offering a range of budget targets.

3.07 English Heritage's publication 'Easy Access to
Historic Properties' quotes Planning Policy
Guidance Note 15: Planning and the Historic
Environment. Much of the advice is applicable
more widely than just historic and listed
buildings, and sets out a model approach to
adapting all or any buildings for access for
disabled people:

It is important in principle that disabled people
should have dignified, easy access to and within
buildings. If it is treated as part of an integrated
review of access requirements for all users or
visitors, and a flexible and pragmatic approach is
taken, it should normally be possible to plan
suitable access without compromising a
building's special interest. Alternative routes or
reorganising the use of spaces may achieve the
desired result without the need for damaging
alterations.

Taking the necessary steps towards satisfying
these aims should result in the preparation of an
Accessibility Plan.

The key issues to be addressed within the plan
will be the location and mode of entry to the
building, circulation within it, and escape
from it.

Other important issues include:

facility provision ( lavatories, etc ), signage,
lighting, and awareness training for staff.

To these should be added: safety, security and
communications which will inevitably include
establishing evacuation procedures for means of
escape.

.12



3.08 The development of flexible and pragmatic
Accessibility Plans is advocated and it is proposed
that they should be based on a comprehensive
assessment. The assessment should

identify the existing physical and
communication barriers to access
(Accessibility Audit)

examine the access needs of users
(Accessibility Audit)

assess the impact of these on features of
historic, architectural or archaeological
interest, and / or their setting

devise solutions which reconcile access and
conservation needs
(Accessibility Plan).

3.09 The guidance proposes that in devising an
Accessibility Plan, the key conservation principle
should be minimum intervention in the fabric:

Measures which avoid or minimise the need
for alteration should be considered first.

Alterations which adversely affect a
property's special character should be
avoided.

Alterations should form part of a long term
strategy for use.

Alterations should be reversible wherever
possible.

Reversibility should not be used to justify
solutions of an insensitive or inappropriately
ephemeral nature. In some cases, permanent,
high quality intervention in a building's fabric
may offer a more satisfactory solution in terms of
preserving its special architectural interest,
especially where overall architectural coherence is
a more important criterion than the sensitivity of
the building fabric. Under certain circumstances
the use of a separate form or structure detached
from the building and designed in a different
idiom may also be appropriate.

13



4. Design Guidance, and Premises Management

A Approach and car parking

4.01 Approach routes to a school should be distinctly signposted and there should be clearly indicated and signed
car parking provision for disabled drivers. Control gates or barriers should not form an impediment to
disabled drivers. The principal entrance should be obvious to those approaching, with one route for all, and
both the disabled parking and the setting down point should be as close to it as possible. If possible, shelter
should be provided at the setting down point. The approach should be well lit and surfaced with material
which does not impede movement, is well maintained and slip-resistant, and helps to inform about direction
of movement.

4.02 To achieve these objectives:

Signage should use upper and lower case letters and colour / tone contrast.

Disabled parking bays should be signposted and apparent as the building is approached.

Parking bays should be wide and long enough to allow car doors, tail-gates and boot lids to be fully
opened and transfer to and from a wheelchair effected.
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Drop off points for minibuses and coaches should be considered.

Kerbs should be dropped between setting down points and/or disabled parking bays and the approach
to the principal building entrance.
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Where there are existing loose surfaces a smooth 'pathway' of paviors should be inset. This should also
be done where disabled drivers alight from their vehicles.

1

77-
BliSfrX surface, pavivo uviiF

The approach should be kept clear of ice, snow and fallen leaves.

Sources

Building Regulations 1992, Part M Approved Document

Designing for Accessibility' (CAE)

'Buildings for all to use' (CIRIA)
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B Routes and external level change including ramps and steps

4.03 External routes and level changes should seek to minimise the effects of gradient, whilst any ramped surface
should be clearly indicated. Surfaces should be slip-resistant and where ramped should have kerbs, and offer
the alternative of steps with step nosings clearly marked and with handrails where appropriate. Routes
should be clearly signposted, well lit and free of unmarked obstructions such as branches, projecting
windows or signs giving rise to clashes at head height.

14
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4.04 To achieve these objectives:

Paths should preferably be at least 1800mm wide, or 1200mm minimum with passing spaces, and
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Ramps should not be steeper than 1:12 pitch with 3m maximum length; ramps at 1:20 pitch, or
shallower are preferred, not exceeding 10m long without level intermediate resting places. All ramps
should have level platforms at top and bottom.
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Ramp surfaces should be slip-resistant and there should be kerbs and handrails provided wherever
possible.

There should preferably be steps as an alternative to any ramp, with consistent treads and risers, and
contrasting nosings and handrails which extend at least 300mm beyond the top and bottom steps.
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Routes should be clearly lit, with particular attention paid to ramps and steps. Handrails should contrast
with their background.

Where a permanent ramp cannot be provided, perhaps because the building is listed, a temporary ramp
may be an acceptable alternative.

Very long ramps should be avoided and powered external means of vertical movement considered when
height exceeds 1200mm (see also E).

Planting can provide valuable clues and orientation information, particularly for people with visual
disabilities, but will need to be maintained.

Kerb Low rail Surface, c-kavIge,
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Sources

DfEE Constructional Standards

Building Regulations 1992, Part M Approved Document

Designing for Accessibility' (CAE)

'Buildings for All to Use' (CIRIA)

'Easy Access to Historic Properties'. English Heritage
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C Entrances, including reception

4.05 The principal entrance should be 'for everyone', and should
be easily distinguished, and welcoming. At the point of entry
access should be level. Lobbies should be big enough for
manoeuvre by people using pushchairs and wheelchairs, with
outer and inner doors openable independently from a
wheelchair. Floor surfaces at the point of entry should not
impede movement, and glazing to lobbies and doors should
avoid the risk of clashes or collisions. Access to the building
will need to be reconciled with security requirements. On
entering the building the reception point should be obvious
and communication should be possible at both standing and
seated heights. Staff should be appropriately trained.
Information about the layout of the building should be
apparent. The reception point is usually an appropriate
location for a publicly usable telephone which ought to be
suitable for use from a wheelchair and by a person with a

hearing disability.

4.06 To achieve these objectives:

Principal entrances should be accessible, clearly
signposted and well lit.

Substantially glazed entrances and entrance doors should
be clearly marked at both standing and seated eye levels
to provide for both safety and visibility.

Door furniture should be easy to grip and operate, and
the force required to overcome the power of a door-
closing mechanism should be kept to the minimum
compatible with its function, including weather exclusion.

I vif-rm - real
urn I- t-c,
oveAraft-e;looir-

Door Naing
ind4 coif-EA ih
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floor -f-i inish
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Thresholds should be flush, and, if possible, absolutely
level. Mats in matwells and other shoe and wheel cleaning
surfaces should also be firmly fixed, flush and level,
avoiding tripping hazards.
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Power-operated automatic doors may be appropriate in
some circumstances where doors have heavy traffic and
both accessibility and energy conservation are
considerations. Automatic doors that swing towards the
user can be hazardous and should be appropriately signed.
Automatic doors should stand open long enough for a
slow moving person to pass through.

"If4 ai7pronthi -fo opemivo ofoovs wehIotsf-ineof,
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Lobbies should have dimensions which allow wheelchair
users to move clear of the first door before opening the
second.
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The entrance should offer a transition zone where people with sight disabilities can adjust from a bright
exterior to an interior with subdued lighting.

Any reception point/information hatch should have a lowered section of the counter with a flat surface
usable from a wheelchair, should be well lit and provide hearing assistance.
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Waiting areas at reception should have seating and space for wheelchair user.

Signage should be in upper and lower case with contrasting colour/ tone.

Any public telephone should be usable from a wheelchair with an adjacent shelf for writing on, well lit
instructions readable from seated eye level and hearing aid coupling.

Sources

DfEE Constructional Standards

Building Regulations 1992, Part M Approved Document- .

`Designing for Accessibility' (CAE)

'Buildings for All to Use' (CIRIA)

'Easy Access to Historic Properties', English Heritage



D Horizontal movement and activities

(see also section F: Doors)

4.07 Movement at each level should be unimpeded and unobstructed. Corridors and activity spaces should
permit independent wheelchair manoeuvre and movement by people with visual disabilities. The use of
colour, texture, lighting and signage can all contribute to the clarity with which the building can be
comprehended, and its component parts identified. Lighting should avoid glare and silhouetting. Teaching
and training areas should be equipped to provide hearing assistance.

4.08 To achieve these objectives:

Ideally 1800mm minimum should be allowed for wheelchairs to pass each other.
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Minimum corridor width should be 1200mm, but if narrower passages cannot be avoided doors into
spaces off should have at least 1000mm doorsets.

Turning circles for wheelchair users should be not less than 1500mm.
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Any lobby should be sized to enable a wheelchair user to move clear of the first door and its swing
before negotiating the second.

InFtvvwl Lobbies 0:Mal-ions

2000 2000
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Where double doors are required in any corridor one leaf should always provide a minimum clear
opening of 750mm.

Natural lighting should avoid glare and silhouetting.
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Artificial lighting should avoid glare.

Communication spaces should have the capability for the provision of hearing assistance and should have
an acoustic environment that reduces sound reverberation and reflection.
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Colour/tone contrasted, upper and lower case signage, and tactile information systems should be
provided wherever possible.

intimmittlimmumutuno

Uses ViSUA COledirr7151 fo alai voAish. floor,
wolit ottial ceAlAvA IAVkh, oloov- suvv-covtols,
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Excessively monochromatic colour schemes should be avoided and floor and wall surfaces should be
contrasted.

Develop, maintain and monitor environmental management systems where appropriate. The role of
staff training in ensuring that communications with people with disabilities are effective should
be recognised.

Issues of health & safety, security, and means of escape should all be addressed, and co-ordinated. Items
such as fire hosereels and extinguishers should be positioned / recessed to be clearly visible but not
obstruct or create hazards for visually disabled people.

Sources

'Designing for Accessibility' (CAE)

'Buildings for All to Use' (CIRIA)

'Easy Access to Historic Properties, English Heritage

What the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) 1995 means for Schools and LEAs,
DfEE circular number 3/97
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E Vertical movement and internal level change

(see also B - ramps)

4.09 Stairs and ramps are the most common way of achieving change of level within a building but lifts, short-rise
platform lifts and stair-lifts may also offer the scope for level change, particularly where it exceeds 1200mm,
but is less than a full storey in height. All internal changes of level, including single steps or ramps should be
clearly indicated. Where ramps are provided, the pitch or gradient should be acceptable for people with
disabilities and steps should be provided as an alternative wherever possible. The pitch of all steps and ramps
should be consistent. Where powered means of changing level is provided it should be clearly sign-posted,
have operational instructions that are clear for people with all kinds of disabilities, comply with all relevant
Codes of Practice and Regulations in relation to safety, and be regularly maintained and its operation
monitored.
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4.10 To achieve these objectives:

Provide colour/tone/texture/contrast/lighting indicators,.and handrails, where appropriate, at all
changes of level.

Ensure that all stair nosings are clearly marked in contrast with the treads and risers.
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In the case of any passenger lift:

Provide unobstructed space, 1500 x 1500mm minimum in front of the doors at each landing and
1100 x 1400mm within the car (standard 8 person car).

Ensure that controls at the point of call and within the lift car are within reach and are clearly visible
from both standing and seated height; not less than 900mm not more than 1200mm above floor.

Lift doors should have a clear opening width of 800mm, and remain open for an adequate time to
allow entry; sensor devices should ensure that doors do not close on a slow user or wheelchair.

Audible announcements and visual displays will help people with sensory disabilities.
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Raised numbers beside control buttons will help people with sight impairments; braille is read only
by a small number of visually disabled people.

Lift cars should preferably have an emergency telephone, which should have an inductive coupler for
hearing-aid users.

Any alarm button in a lift car should be fitted with a visual acknowledgement that the alarm bell has
sounded for those lift users unable to hear it.
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In the case of any platform lift:

It should be clearly signposted.

It should have key/ security controlled operation.

There should be adjacent stairs.

Platform stairlifts are not advisable if any other solution is feasible and in most cases will not be
appropriate at all.

Ensure that it does not compromise means of escape; width of stair is a major problem.

Parking should be programmed to avoid obstruction.

It should have key/security controlled operation.

In the case of all powered means of level change ensure that its installation, operation, regular inspection
and maintenance is carried out correctly and supervised by suitably trained personnel.

Sources

DfEE Constructional Standards

Building Regulations 1992, Part M Approved Document

'Designing for Accessibility' (CAE)

'Buildings for All to Use' (CIRIA)

'Easy Access to Historic Properties, English Heritage

'Wheelchair Stairlifts and Platform Lifts, (CAE)
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F Doors

4.11 Doors are intended both to give access to and to enclose spaces. It is all too easy however for badly designed
doors to become barriers. It is important therefore that all doors/doorways/access to stairs do not present
obstacles to disabled people. Fire doors in particular can be an impediment and the opportunity for them to
be held open by alarm-linked devices should be taken whenever possible. All door furniture should be able
to be operated with ease, even by people with limited dexterity and power. It is also extremely important
that there is optimum visibility for those approaching a door from either side of it.

4.12 To achieve these objectives:

Doors should be eliminated where possible.

Alarm-linked hold-back devices on fire doors should
be used wherever possible.

Where doors are necessary colour contrast should be used
to help distinguish the door frame from its surroundings.

Door furniture should be easily gripped and operated,
clearly visible, and contrasted against its background.
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Visibility panels should be provided related to both standing and seated eye levels.
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Where double doors are necessary, one leaf
should always provide a minimum clear
opening of 750mm even if that requires
unequal leaves rather than oblige a wheelchair
user to open both parts of the door.

It is vitally important that there should be
sufficient manoeuvre space on the opening side
of any door, but especially when a door is self-
closing into a corner.

Sources
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DfEE Constructional Standards

Building Regulations 1992, Part M Approved
Document

'Designing for Accessibility (CAE)

'Buildings for All to Use' (CIRIA)
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G Lavatories

together with showers and changing facilities

Ltao prihoiPl
Gina r weirs4.13 Provision of clearly

signposted unisex wheelchair
accessible WC facilities,
designed in accordance with
BS5810/ 979 and Approved
Document Part M of the
Building Regulations will
enable a disabled person to
have assistance from a helper
of different gender, and to
wash hands before
transferring back to the
wheelchair. Such
compartments can also
double up as a nappy-
changing points. A
`peninsular' layout permits
transfer from either side of
the pan and full assistance by
a carer but requires
significantly more space.
Travel distance should be as
important a consideration as
proportion of population in
determining numbers and
location of accessible WC
compartments.

4.14 To achieve these objectives:

The details of the design
guidance of the layouts
should be followed
scrupulously.
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Where more than one unisex WC
compartment is provided the
opportunity should be taken to hand
layouts.

The colour, or tone, of the
background fittings, and any aids such
as grab rails, should be contrasted for
people with visual disabilities.

Ceramic tiling and shiny floors should
avoid reflections and glare which may
confuse people with visual disabilities.

Slip-resistant flooring, contrasting in
colour from wall surfaces, will be
important for maintaining safety and
hygiene.
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At least one WC compartment
designed for ambulant disabled people
should be provided within each range
of lavatories included on any storey
not accessible to wheelchair users.

It should be ensured that suppliers
and sub-contractors (eg sanitary
disposal, and towel suppliers) do not
compromise user requirements within
wheelchair WC compartments.

Management procedures should
maintain the viability of the facilities.
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A method should be established through the location of equipment and training of staff for responding
to any call for assistance from the user of a wheelchair WC compartment.

The door of any WC compartment, whether used by ambulant or wheelchair users, should have the
capacity to be opened outwards to ensure that entry can be gained even in the event of someone falling
and blocking the doorway.
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Any shower should be level, with no lip or rim, incorporate a seat at transfer level, a handset shower with
lever operation, and thermostatic control with water temperature outlet not exceeding 43°C. For some
pupils with disabilities, different facilities may be necessary see DfEE Building Bulletin 77 Designing
for Pupils with Special Educational Needs, Special Schools.
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DfEE Constructional Standards

Building Regulations 1992, Part M Approved Document

'Designing for Accessibility' (CAE)

'Buildings for All to Use' (CIRIA)

BS CP 5810: 1979

DfEE Building Bulletin 77 'Designing for Pupils with Special Educational Needs, Special Schools'.
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H Fixtures, fittings and equipment

4.15 The installation of fittings, fixtures and
equipment, as well as the layout of loose
furniture should take into account possible
use by people with disabilities. Shelving,
where possible, should be reachable from
standing or seated height. Counters and
tables should allow knee room for
wheelchair users. Any counter or servery
should have a lowered section for use from
a seated position. On long routes, seating
should be provided at intervals with space
for a wheelchair alongside. Layouts of
tables, chairs, fixtures and fittings, should
allow for wheelchair manoeuvre space.
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4.16 To achieve these objectives:

Fixed seating should be at a height of
400/500mm, preferably with arms for
additional support and help with
standing.

All seating, whether fixed of loose,
should be stable.
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Any counter, for instance in libraries or at school offices, should have knee space for wheelchair users
and at least part of the surface at a height of 750/800mm. There should also be sufficient manoeuvre
space for approach and turning away.
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Lighting at glazed counters should not cause reflections that reduce the scope for lip-reading.
Downlights should not be used as they make lipreading more difficult.

At fixed information points such as the school office or library, an induction loop system can provide
hearing-aid assistance.

When laying out seating such as in assembly areas, particularly for events attended by parents and other
visitors, review sightlines/lighting/hearing aid assistance (perhaps with the provision of an induction
loop system)/and wheelchair manoeuvre space.

Blinds, or blackout should help to ensure that projected images can be clearly seen by people with
impaired vision.

Blinds or other solar controls should be used to ensure that low sunlight (particularly in winter), does
not impair visual conditions for those with sensory disabilities.

Sources

DfEE Constructional Standards

'Designing for Accessibility' (CAE)

Buildings for All to Use' (CIRIA)
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J Information and controls,

including lighting, heating, communications, safety & security

4.17 The adequate provision of information and communication facilities, and the scope for the independent
operation of controls are all fundamental to enabling people with disabilities to use buildings without having
to be assisted by others. The identification of the needs of people with sensory disabilities in the DDA means
that greatly increased significance must attach to the installation of signs and information, telephones and
other communication devices, hearing-aid assistance, security systems, lighting and controls. Good lighting
is essential for people with visual disabilities but is equally important for those with hearing disabilities who
need to be able to lip-read and use sign language. The legibility and effectiveness of signage will depend
upon consistency, word shape recognition through the use of upper and lower case, and contrast against
background. Security systems can present particular problems for people with visual disabilities with small
key pads and obscured displays. Heights of controls and the ease with which they can be read and operated
will make the difference between dependence and independence. The selection of surfaces will also be very
important to people with disabilities; they can make the difference between a building that is easy and
comfortable to use or one that is confusing, hazardous and off-putting.

4.18 To achieve these objectives:

Lighting

Lighting should meet the needs of the individual and the task on which they are working.

Lighting can be used to enhance the impact of variation in colour and texture, consequently providing
visual cues which will assist people with visual disabilities or who may lack comprehension.

Uplighting, set above standing eye level, can be especially helpful in providing a glare-free environment.

Fluorescent lighting can create a magnetic field which can cause a hum in hearing aids. It should be
selected or positioned to avoid such interference.

Services, including heating:

Fan-assisted heating systems should be such as to add minimally to background noise levels.

The main power supply cable to a building generates a considerable magnetic field which may generate a
hum in hearing aids. Its position should be clearly located and communal activities avoided in its vicinity.

Controls

Tone and colour contrast should be used to ensure that controls, including door furniture, are clearly
distinguished from their back-ground.

Controls conveying information, as for lifts, should have adjacent raised letters and braille embossing.
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40

Hearing aid assistance

Induction loop systems convert sound via a microphone into a magnetic field within the circuit of the
loop cable. An individual within the field will be able to receive the sound, amplified by their hearing-
aid, and with background noise eliminated.

Induction loop systems arc particularly suitable where information is given, and communication takes
place from a fixed point, such as at reception, in lecture rooms and assembly halls. Radio systems are
now also suitable and may be considered for use in classrooms.

Sound can 'spill' out of the field and there can be overlap where loop systems are located near each
other. This may make a loop system inappropriate where confidentiality is required; an infrared system
can avoid this problem.

Infrared systems convert sound into light and back again requiring a microphone, a transmitter and
receiver headsets. The system can be especially useful where translation is required, is portable and can
be hired for specific events. Radiowave systems may be considered.

Telephones

Pay phones are a great help to people with disabilities, for instance for someone with impaired mobility
to call for a taxi, and where provided should be located near to the school office reception.

Any payphone should have an
inductive coupler for use with a
hearing aid.

Telephones, and their instructions,
should be fixed at a height enabling
them to be used, with any display
visible, from a standing or seated
position; an adjacent shelf on
which to be able to write
is especially helpful.
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Signs

Signs should use upper and lower case lettering, with letters contrasted against their background by tone
and/or colour.

Signs within reach which have embossed letters/symbols/braille can be helpful to people with visual
disabilities.

Signs reassure as well as inform, and gaps in signage should be avoided on long routes.

Re6iriv aiol ,5.151-Avice,

Surfaces

Hard wall and floor surfaces increase
sound reverberation and echo and can
cause acoustic confusion.

Glossy wall and floor surfaces give rise
to reflections and possible glare which
can cause visual confusion.

For ease of wheelchair use, floor
surfaces should be firm or hard, well
fixed, and non directional. Junctions
between surfaces should not create a
tripping hazard, and should avoid
visual confusion, for instance by
appearing to suggest a step or change
of level where none exists.

Tone and colour contrast should be
used to inform.

Textured surfaces help to inform
people with visual disabilities. Texture
contrast in floors can provide
informative cues as can the difference
between resilience and firmness.

Floor surfaces should be slip-resistant,
even when wet.

Brightly contrasted and bold patterns
to floor and wall coverings and
curtains will cause confusion for
people with visual disabilities, and will
make difficulties for people with
hearing disabilities who have to lip-
read or read sign language against
such a background.
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Alarm and security installations

Audible alarms can, with benefit, be supplemented by visual alarms where hearing impaired people are
likely to be present. Individual alarm activated vibratory devices can be useful in specific instances.

Entryphone systems should have an LED display for people with hearing disabilities. Digital pad and
`swipe card' operated systems should be located where they can be operated from seated or standing
height.

Sources

DfEE Constructional Standards

`Designing for Accessibility' (CAE)

'Buildings for All to Use' (CIRIA)

'Building Sight' (RNIB)

RNID Technical Department, Induction loop systems guidance
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K Means of escape

4.19 Schools can act as places of public assembly and as such require licensing by the Magistrates who are usually
advised by the Fire Officer as to fire safety requirements. The Building Regulations Approved Document
Part B, Bl, 'Means of escape', makes specific reference to BS5588 Fire Precautions in the Design,
Construction and Use of Buildings: Part 8: Code of Practice for Means of Escape for Disabled
People. The Code is also particularly significant in providing guidance on the effective management of
evacuation when construction has been completed. It is being substantially revised and expanded with
particular reference to management procedures and bringing it into line with The Fire Precautions (Places of
Work) Regulations 1997; it is therefore especially relevant to the implementation of the DDA (see Section 5

which follows).

4.20 As well as introducing guidance for building owners and managers on means of escape BS5588: Part 8
adopts a radical approach in acknowledging that some people, particularly those with disabilities, may
require assistance to evacuate from a building in an emergency. It therefore introduced the concepts of
progressive horizontal evacuation on the same level, the refuge, vertical evacuation and the evacuation lift.
In designing the provision for means of escape the requirements of WEE 1997 Constructional Standards
will be met if the Code is followed
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An 'evacuation strategy' should be put in place, with responsibility allocated to individual members of
staff for the assisted evacuation of people with disabilities, and they are given appropriate training.

That strategy should be regularly reviewed

It should include the routine checking
of evacuation routes to ensure that
they are kept unobstructed, free of
combustible materials, and that whilst
appropriate doors are kept locked,
others can be opened in spite of
security requirements.
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It should include routine checking of detectors and warning devices.

In parts of the building which may be used by people with hearing impairments the audible alarm
system should be supplemented by visual means of warning.
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Individual vibratory devices, activated by operation of the central alarm system, may be appropriate in

some cases.

In multi-storey buildings the introduction of at least one 'evacuation lift' with a protected power supply
should be considered.

In multi-storey buildings refuges should be identified and appropriately signposted and adequately sized.
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Where a refuge is not related to an 'evacuation lift' the provision of the means of assisted evacuation,
such as a 'carry-chair' should be considered.

Final exit routes from buildings, particularly where they are related to vertical evacuation, should be as

accessible to wheelchair users as are entry routes. If steps are necessary at the exit point an external
refuge should be formed from which assisted evacuation can be effected, if needs be by the Fire Brigade.

Sources
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DfEE Constructional Standards

Building Regulations 1992, Part B Approved Document

BS 5588: Part 8 : 19** Code of Practice for Means of Escape for Disabled People

`Designing for Accessibility' (CAE)

'Buildings for All to Use" (CIRIA)

'Building Sight' (RNIB)

Guide 6 'Fire Safety' DfEE Facilities Management Series
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5. Access, Safety and Security

Risk Assessment and Evacuation Planning; Management Issues

5.01 Recent events involving wholly unexpected
attacks on both children and staff have prompted
schools to introduce extensive security
arrangements. In many urban areas particularly
there has also proved to be an increasingly
frequent and damaging incidence of vandalism.
In consequence, schools now tend to have
restricted and closely monitored access, often at a
single point of entry. All exits from the buildings,
including fire exits, tend to be secured, with
door furniture which can be released from the
interior for emergency evacuation, but can only
be opened externally, if at all, by key operation.
Windows too, particularly at ground floor level,
now tend to be security latched and restricted,
and doors and windows may well be alarm
linked. All such measures, whilst regrettably
necessary to protect the occupants, reduce the
accessibility of buildings giving rise to conflicts
between security, safety and accessibility.

5.02 Some of the difficulties arising from these
conflicts can be resolved through appropriate
specification of push bar or lever operated door
furniture, for instance, together with the
addition of door bells to signal for help. But, in
addition, many problems can be overcome by
modified management procedures and staff
training.

Procedures in case of fire

5.11 Evacuation procedures should be pre-planned by
those having control of buildings together with
the fire. authority. It is essential to identify the
needs of disabled people and to make
arrangements for their assistance. Staff training
and knowledge of how to implement procedures
are a vital part of any effective evacuation
programme, and should be confirmed in writing.
The procedures should be tested at least once a
year, and any amendments also confirmed in
writing.

5.12 Schools are workplaces, and all employees should
have appropriate training in evacuation
procedures.

5.13 In the event of an evacuation as the result of a
fire some disabled people may temporarily rest in
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refuges while waiting for help to move to a final
exit and safety. In that event there are a number
of essential communications requirements.

5.14 Those organizing the evacuation of the building
need to know:

how many disabled people there are

the nature of their disabilities

the refuge or refuges in which they are
located.

5.15 The disabled people in each refuge need to be
reassured that their presence there is known to
the building management.

5.16 In order to meet these requirements there needs
to be a system of two-way communication,
usable by disabled people, between those waiting
in a refuge and those organizing the evacuation.

5.17 It is also important that evacuation organizers
understand the techniques for assisting disabled
people. For instance, how those with visual
disabilities may need a sighted helper to walk just
ahead of them, having taken his or her arm and
allowing them to take movement cues from the
helper; or how a wheelchair user should be
carried, preferably in his or her own wheelchair.
(Guidance can be sought from the organizations
listed in Appendix A.)

5.18 Guidance on the use of 'Evacuation Lifts', and
the procedures for staff in their operation is to be
found in BS 5588, Part 8, referred to in
Appendix A, as are examples of fire plan
strategies in buildings provided with evacuation
lifts.

5.19 In buildings without evacuation lifts the
recommended sequence for evacuation is as
follows:

On hearing the alarm, disabled people move
to the nearest refuge.

The designated competent person, after
completing their evacuation/search
procedure, moves to the refuge.

Disabled persons at the refuge(s) are assisted
down (up) the stairway towards the final exit
level.



Fire alarm systems

5.21 In the event of a fire it is essential that all the
occupants of the building are alerted as speedily
as possible. Any fire alarm system installed for
the majority of building users and complying
with BS 5839: Part 1 should also be suitable for
disabled people. This might mean, for instance,
that audible alarm signals may need to be
supplemented by visual signals. These should be
the subject of consultation with the fire authority
as, generally, hearing-disabled people will either
be able to perceive an audible alarm signal, or
they may reliably be alerted by other occupants.

5.22 The recommendations given in BS 5839 Part 1
for the number and siting of manual call points
should be adequate for the speedy initiation of
the fire alarm at most schools. As a disabled
person is as likely as any other to need to raise
the alarm, consideration should also be given to

the provision of an automatic fire detection
system

a reduction in the spacing between manual
call points to compensate for delays in
operation because of the limited mobility of
the occupants

the provision of alternative manually
operated switching devices (eg. ceiling cord
switches, etc.) additional to those
recommended in BS 5839: Part 1, where
operation of the manual call points is likely
to be difficult or seriously delayed because of
the occupants' disabilities.

5.23 In certain situations such as a generally noisy area
where audible alarms may not be heard by a.
hearing impaired person, especially one who
might be working on their own, alternative types
of alarm signal may be necessary, such as visual
alarms, paging systems, vibrating devices or
sound signals within carefully selected frequency
bands. The type of alarm chosen should be
appropriate in relation to the activities being
carried out in the areas being considered.
Technical guidance on the selection of suitable
devices may be obtained from the RNID 19-23
Featherstone Street, London EC1Y 8SL.
(Technical aids / adaptations supplier, RNID/

AO

Sound Advantage, 1 Metro Centre, Welbeck
Way, Peterborough PE2 7UH)

Management

5.31 Accessibility cannot be achieved only by good
design. The way that a building is managed and
operated, day by day, will also do much to
determine how accessible it is for disabled
people. All too frequently clear passage through
a corridor is compromised by 'temporary'
storage of boxes; the addition of ad hoc signs
compromises an effective signage system; the
installation of an induction loop system is
rendered ineffective because its presence is not
publicised. The issue of accessibility should be
touched upon in all parts of any Building
Management Manual, as well as being identified
as a section in its own right The reasoning
behind requirements should be explained, and
the kind of information given might be as
follows:

Car parking

Ensure that non-disabled drivers do not
occupy spaces provide for disabled people.

Routes

Ensure that external routes, ramps and steps
are kept clean and unobstructed, free of
leaves and of ice and snow in winter.

Doors

Ensure that door closers are regularly
maintained, pressure is kept to the minimum
necessary, and that door furniture is clean
and freemoving.

Horizontal movement

Ensure that spaces needed for wheelchair
manoeuvre, or used by people with impaired
vision are not obstructed by deliveries or
storage.

Vertical movement

Ensure that any lift car levels accurately and
that short rise lifts are not abused.

Lavatories

Ensure that supplies of toilet paper and paper
towels are regularly replenished without we
spaces being used for 'unofficial' storage.



Also ensure that suppliers and contractors,
such as disposal sanitary disposal do not
compromise transfer space by placement of
their bins.

Signs

Ensure that ad hoc signs are replaced by
signs integrated into the signage system, and
that they are correctly refixed after
redecoration.

Induction loop systems

ensure that installations are publicised and
checked regularly

Alarms and security

Ensure that alarm systems, including any
assistance call provisions from wc's, are
checked regularly, and that new staff are
trained in alarm response procedures.

Surfaces

Ensure that cleaning and polishing
procedures do not render slip-resistant
surfaces ineffective.

- -Also ensure that flooring material junctions
do not become worn or mats loosened to
form a tripping hazard.

Also ensure that when redecoration takes
place it does not compromise valuable
existing provision of cues, contrast and tone
and replaces it if necessary in relation to such
items as door frames, control panels, signs,
etc.

Lighting

Ensure that windows, lamps and blinds are
kept clean in order to avoid loss of light and
deterioration in light quality.

Also ensure that blown lamps and tubes
which have failed or are starting to flicker are
replaced immediately.

5.32 There may be further sections, relating
specifically to the particular building and its
functions. As accessibility issues emerge, they
should give rise to the addition of new sections
to the manual, with guidance provided on
problem resolution and prevention.
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6. Appendix hiv Intormavon sources and Keterences

6.01 Centre for Accessible Environments,
Nutmeg House, 60 Gainsford Street, London
SE1 2NY

Tel: 0171 357 8182; Fax: 0171 357 8183

The Centre offers information services and
training in relation to disability and built
environments, and offers an extensive range of
publications.

References:

Designing for Accessibility An Introductory
Guide
Tessa Palfreyman, 1993 (updated 1994)
ISBN: 0 903976 23 4

Specifier's Handbook 1, Electrical Controls
Tessa Palfreyman, 1990
ISBN: 0 903976 21 I

Specifier's Handbook 2, Wheelchair Stairlifts and
Platform Lifts
Stephen Thorpe, 1993
ISBN: 0 903976 24 2

Good Loo Design Guide

Stephen Thorpe, 1988
ISBN: 0 903976 20

Wheelchair Template
Stephen Thorpe, 1991

6.02 CIRIA (Construction Industry Research and
Information Association),
6 Storey's Gate, London SW1P 3AU

Tel: 0171 222 8891; Fax: 0171 222 1708;
Publications: 0171 799 3243

Reference:

Buildings for All to Use Good Practice Guidance
for Improving Existing Public Buildings for People
with Disabilities
Sylvester Bone, 1996

Comprehensive guidance prepared in
anticipation of the DDA.

6.03 DETR (Department of the Environment,
Transport and the Regions)
Eland House, Bressenden Place, London
SW1E 5DU

Tel: 0171 890 3000

References:

The Building Regulations, 1991 (1992 edition)
Approved Document M: Access and Facilities for
Disabled People

HMSO, 1991
ISBN: 0 11 752447 6
Approved Document B: Fire Safety
HMSO, 1991
ISBN: 0 11 752313 5

HMSO Publications Centre, PO Box 276,
London SW8 5DT

Tel: 0870 600 5522

6.04 English Heritage,
Customer Services, PO Box 9019,
London WIA OJA

Tel: 0171 973 3434

Reference:

Easy Access to Historic Properties, 1995

Statement of policy and setting out guidance in
relation to achieving access to historic buildings.
Essential reference when adapting and altering
Listed Buildings.

6.05 BSI (British Standards Institution),
389 Chiswick High Road,
London W4 4AL

Tel: 0181 996 9000; Fax: 0181 996 7400

References:

BS5810 1979 Code of Practice for Access for the

Disabled to Buildings
ISBN: 0 580 10977 1

BS5588 Part 8:1988 Fire Precautions in the
Design, Construction and Use of Buildings Code

of Practice for Means of Escape for Disabled People
ISBN: 0 580 16408 X

6.06 RNIB (Royal National Institute for the Blind),
224 Great Portland Street, London WIN 6AA

Tel: 0171 388 1266; Fax: 0171 388 2034

Reference:

Building Sight
Peter Barker et al., 1995

Comprehensive design guidance for people with
visual disabilities.



6.07 RNID (Royal National Institute for Deaf
People),
19-23 Featherstone Street, London EC1Y 8SL

Tel: 0171 296 8000; Fax: 0171 296 8199

Reference:

Louder Than Words
Alec Miskin, 1995

Induction Loops in Public Places
Leaflet, 1998

Design and technical guidance, plus technical
advisory and installation service.

6.08 DfEE (Department for Education and
Employment), Architects and Building Branch,
Caxton House, 6-12 Tothill Street, London
SW1H 9NF

Tel: 0171 273 3000; Fax: 0171 273 6762

References:

1997 Constructional Standards
DfEE, 1997
Six pages gratis available from DfEE Architects
and Building Branch.

What the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA)
Means for Schools and LEAS

(DfEE Circular Number 3/97)
DfEE, 1997

Designing for Children with Special Educational
Needs: Ordinary Schools

(Building Bulletin 61)
HMSO, 1984
ISBN: 0 11 270313 5
(NB: This book is now out of print.)

Designing for Pupils with Special Educational
Needs: Special Schools

(Building Bulletin 77)
HMSO, 1992
ISBN: 0 11 270796 3
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Guidelines for Environmental Design in Schools
(Revision of Design Note 17, Building
Bulletin 87)
The Stationery Office, 1999
ISBN: 0 11 271041 7

Lighting Design for Schools
(Building Bulletin 90)
The Stationery Office, 1999
ISBN: 0 11 271041 7

Facilities Management Series Guide 6: Fire Safety
The Stationery Office, 1999
ISBN: 0 11 271040 9

Excellence for all Children: Meeting Special
Educational Needs
(Cm 3785)
The Stationery Office, 1997
ISBN: 0 10 137852 1

DfEE Publications, PO Box 5050, Sherwood
Park, Annesley, Nottingham NG15 ODJ

6.09 HM Government

Disability Discrimination Act 1995
(Chapter 50)
HMSO, 1995
ISBN: 01 10 545095 2

6.10 Further advice and reference can be obtained by
contacting:

John H Penton,
Consultant Architect & Designer,
8 Spicer Street, St Albans, Herts AL3 4PQ

Tel: 01727 868873; Fax: 01727 852376



7. Appendix '13' Accessibility Audit Pro-formas

,11,11

ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

ref title sheet no.

A Approach and car parking 01

B Routes and external level change, including ramps and steps 02

C Entrances, including reception 03/ 04
D Horizontal movement and assembly 05/ 06

E Vertical movement and internal level change 07/08/09
F Doors 10

G Lavatories 11/12

H Fixtures and fittings 13

J Information 14

K Means of escape 15

S Supplementary ( referenced S/01, S/02 etc ) S/

Checklist sheets should be completed with relevance to all the specific areas to which they apply.

Supplementary sheets should be attached as necessary. More than one checklist sheet should be used for
differing areas when appropriate, e.g. when a number of individual buildings or departments may be
involved.

Boxes should be completed, or left blank, in relation to those areas surveyed, and deletions made where
choices can be eliminated. A blank should be seen as a positive means of completing the pro-forma,
reflecting a situation which can be assessed as essentially neutral or satisfactory.

It is intended that the checklist sheets should be photocopied.
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'A' Approach and car parking

Date:
Location:
No. Item

or X as applicable

1. Is the building within convenient walking
distance of:
(a) a public highway?

111 (b) public transport?

(c) car parking?

2. Is the route clearly marked/found?

3. Is the route free of kerbs?

4. Is the surface smooth and slip resistant?

5. Is the route wide enough?

6. ClIs it free of such hazards as bollards, litter bins,
outward opening windows and doors
or overhanging projections?

7. DIs it adequately lit?

8. Is it identified by visual, audible
and tactile information?

9. Is there car parking for people with
reduced mobility?

10. Ells it clearly marked out,signed, easily
found and kept free from misuse?

11. Ells it as near the entrance as possible?

12. Is it suitably surfaced?

13. Is the route to the building kept free of
snow, ice and fallen leaves?

14. Is the route level (ie. no gradient steeper
than 1:20 and no steps)?
see checklist B, sheet 2
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'B' Routes and external level change.
including ramps and steps

Date:
Location:
No. Item

or X as applicable

Sheet: 02
Page No.

note
(+ reverse)

1. Is there a ramp, with level surfaces at
top/intermediate/bottom? (delete)

2. Is it wide enough and suitably graded?

3. Is the surface slip resistant?

4. Are there kerbs and are there edges
protected to prevent accidents? 000E1E1E1

5. Are there handrails to one or
both sides? (delete) CIO

6. If a permanent ramp (or regraded levels)
cannot be formed (perhaps to a Listed
Building) is a portable ramp available? 0E1E10E10

7. Are there (alternative) steps? (delete) E100000
8. Identified by visual/tactile information? 00E10 111
9. Are there handrails to one or

both sides? (delete) 0000EIE1
10. Are ramps and steps adequately lit?

11. Are treads and risers consistent in
depth and height? 00E10E10

12. Are all nosings of marked and/or readily
identifiable? (delete) 000000

13. Are landings of adequate size and are
they provided at intermediate levels in
long flights? (delete) E100000

14. If safe and convenient ramps and steps
cannot be provided is vertical movement
by powered means an alternative? 0E1E10E1E1
see checklist E, sheets 8 and 9
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'C' Entrances, including reception

Date:
Location:
No. Item

tEl

2.

or X as applicable

Is the door clearly distinguishable from
the facade?

If glass is it visible when closed?

3. Does the clear door opening or one leaf
when opened permit passage of a
wheelchair or double buggy? (delete)

4. Does it have a level or flush threshold,
and a recessed matwell? (delete)

5. Is there visibility through the door/way
from both sides at standing and seated
levels? (delete)

6. Is there a minimum 300mm wide wheelchair
manoeuvre space beside the leading
edge of the door to clear doorswing?

7. Can the door furniture be used at both
standing and seated height? (delete)

8.0
9.

Can it be easily grasped and operated?

If the door has a closer mechanism does
it have:
(a) delayed closure action?

(b) slow-action closer?

(c) minimal closure pressure?

10. If the door is power-operated does it have
visual and tactile information?

11. If the door is security-protected is the
system suitable for use by and within reach
of people with sensory or mobility impairments?

(continued)
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'C' Entrances, including reception
(continued)

Date:
Location:
No. Item

or X as applicable

Z1-3 -2
X
a.) in5 <
X X X

Sheet: 04
Page No.

note
(+ reverse)

12. 111 If there is a lobby, do the inner and
outer doors meet the same criteria? 000000

13. Do lobby layouts enable all users to clear
one door before going through the next? 000000

14. Are signs designed and positioned to inform
those with visual impairments and wheelchair
users with reduced eye-levels? 000000

15. Does the lighting installation take account of
the needs of visuallly disabled people? 000000

16. 111 Are floor surfaces: 000000
(a) slip-resistant, even when wet? 000000
(b) so hard that thery cause acoustic confusion? 000000..... ........

(c) firm for wheelchair manoeuvre? 000000
17. Do junctions between floor surfaces

present tripping hazards or cause visual
confusion? 000000

18. Is any reception point suitable for approach
and use from both sides by people in
standing and seated positions? 000000

19. DIs it fitted with an induction loop? 000000
20. If public telephone is available (say

at reception, is it, and its instructions):
(a) at a height suitable for all users? 000000
(b) equipped with inductive coupling?

21. 111 For those progressing to other parts of the
building is information provided by signs,
supported by tactile information such as a
map or model? 000000
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'D' Horizontal movement and assembly

Date:
Location:
No. Item

or X as applicable

1. Is any corridor/passageway/aisle wide
enough for a wheelchar user to manoeuvre
and for other people to pass?

2. Is any corridor, etc, free from obstruction
wheelchair users and hazards to people
with impaired vision?

'CT) 713
o

4-,
X

vl0 5 <
X X X

Sheet: 05
Page No.

note
(+ reverse)

111E1E10E10

00000E1
3. Do any lobbies allow users, (inc, w.ch. users)

to clear one door before approaching the next
with minimal manoeuvre?

4. Is turning space available for w.ch. users?

5. Do natural and artificial lighting avoid
glare and silhouetting?

6. Are there visual clues for orientation?

7. Do floor surfaces:

(a) allow ease of movement for wheelchair users?

(b) avoid light reflection and sound reverberation? Ell

8. Do textured surfaces convey useful information
for people with impaired vision?

9. Are direction or information signs (inc means
of escape) visible from both sitting and standing
eye levels, and are they in upper and lower case
(delete), and large enough type to be read by
those with impaired vision?

10.

1.

Are there tactile signs and information for those
with impaired vision?

Is the maintenance of these items
checked regularly?

(continued)
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'D' Horizontal movement and assembly
(continued)

Date:
Location:
No. Item

or X as applicable

12. Is lighting designed to meet a wide range
of needs?

13. Is sufficient circulation space allowed for
wheelchair users?

Sheet: 06
Page No.

note
(+ reverse)

14. Is it maintained clear of obstructions which
could create hazards for people with
visual disabilities? 0001110E1

15. Are seating arrangements/spaces suitable for
use by people with visual disabilities? 000E100

16. Are all areas for assembly/meeting equipped
with an induction loop system? 000E100

17. If the use of an induction loop system is
precluded is an infra-red system checked
regularly?

18. Is the functioning and operation of the
induction loop or infra-red system checked
regularly? 111 111

19. Are telephones fitted with inductive loop
couplers? 000Iii

20. la a minicom available for se by people
with hearing disabilities? 000E1E1
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'E' Vertical movement and internal
levelchange

Date:
Location:
No. Item

or X as applicable

rT3

u a, 5
a)
a)

E a,
x -0-c < 0 5 <

X X X X X

Sheet: 07
Page No.

note
(+ reverse)

1. Is the location of any step/stairs/ramp clearly
indicated by use of sign/colour/contrast/texture
lighting? (delete) 000000

2. Does any step/stairs/ramp have a handrail to
to one/both side(s), and do(es) it/they extend
300mm beyond the top and bottom of
any flight? (delete)

3. Is any level change clearly lit? 0000E10
4. Is the pitch (risers & treads) ofstep/stairs or

any ramp consistent, and are nosings clearly
identifiable? (delete) 0000E10

5. If there are landings are they large enough to
permit passing and turning manoeuvres, and are
they provided in any long flight? 0E100E10

6. Is any short rise within a single storey ramped;
if so is the ramped surface indicated,
and is it slip-resistant? 0E10E100

7. Does any ramp pitch exceed
1:12/1:16/1:20? (delete)

8. If a permanent ramp cannot be provided
(perhaps a Listed Building) can a moveable
ramp be made available?

9. Are steps available as an alternative to any
ramp or ramped surface?

10. Where level change is less than a full storey
in height is a power-operated system
appropriate? (Platform Lift/Stairlift/Lift see
11, 12 & 13)? (delete)

(continued)
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'E' Vertical movement and internal
level change (continued)

Date:
Location:
No. Item

or X as applicable

11. Platform Lift (delete)

(a) Are the controls at both levels identifiable,
and reachable from sitting and standing
levels? (delete)

(b) Is the platform adequate for wheelchair
use and manoeuvre'?

(c) In the event of a power failure does the
platform return to lower level?

(d) Is the equipment maintained and its
operation checked regularly?

12. Stair lift (delete)

(a) Are the controls at all levels identifiable,
and reachable from sitting and standing
levels? (delete)

(b) Is the platform adequate for wheelchair
use and manoeuvre'?

(c) Is approach convenient and safe at all
appropriate landings? (delete)

(d) Does the stairlift have a 'Soft-start'
action?

(e) When not in use is the platform powered
to fold away to avoid obstruction?

(f) In the event of a power failure does the
platform return to lower level?

(g) Is the equipment maintained and its
operation checked regularly?

(continued)
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'E' Vertical movement and internal
level change (continued)

Date:
Location:
No. Item

or X as applicable

13. Lift

(a) Is the lift's location clearly defined
by visual and tactile information?
(delete)

(b) Are controls at all floors visible, identifiable
and reachable from sitting and standing
levels? (delete)

(c) Is there adequate, unobstructed space
at each floor lift entry for wheelchair
manoeuvre?

(d) Does the lift door open widely enough
for wheelchair user access?

(e) Does door operation allow slow entry
and exit?

(f) Do the lift car internal dimensions allow
sufficient space for a wheelchair user
and carer? (delete)

(9) Does the car have appropriate support
rails?

(h) Are the lift car controls. inc. emergency call,
located within reach of all users and with
visual and tactile nformation?

(i) Is there audible floor indication?

(j) Is the lift an 'Evicuation Lift'?
(see Means of Escape, Sheet 16)

(k) Is the lift regularly maintained and its
functional operation routinely checked?
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'F' Doors
,_
F3 4-

Date: u (ti -I-,

a, D 45 To
0

a.,
Location: cu _0 4_, nx --g

tri
No. Item o > <

X X X X X
or X as applicable

1. Do the doors serve a functional/safety
purpose? (delete)

2. Can they be readily distinguished?

3. If glass, are they visible when shut?

4. Can people standing or sitting in a wheelchair
see each other,and be seen from either side
of the door? (delete)

5. Does the clear opening width permit
wheelchair access?

6. On the opening side of the door is there
sufficient space (300mm) to allow the door
handle to be grasped and the door swung
past a wheelchair footplate?

7. Is any door furniture/handle at a height for
standing/sitting use? (delete)

8. Are door/handles clearly distinguished?

9. Can the door furniture/handles be easily
operated/grasped? (delete)

10. 111 If door closers / mechanisims are fitted do

Sheet: 10
Page No.

note
(+ reverse)

111

111

00000E1

they provide the following: (delete)

(a) security linkage?

(b) delay-action closure?

(c) slow-action closure?

(d) minimum closure pressure?

111

11. Is door/mechanism function checked
regularly?
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'G' Lavatories

Date:
Location:
No. Item

or X as applicable

1. Is WC provision made for people with
disabilities?

2. Do all lavatory areas have slip-resistant
floors?

3. Are they easy to distinguish by colour
contrast from walls?

4. Are all fittings readily distinguishable from
their background?

5. Are all door fittings/locks easily gripped
and operated?

6. Can ambulant disabled people manoeuvre
and raise and lower themselves in standard
cubicles?

7. Is provision made for wheelchair users?
If so:

8. Is wheelchair approach free of steps / narrow
doors / obstructions, etc? (delete)

9. Is the location clearly signed?

10. Is there sufficient space at entry to the
compartment for wheelchair manoeuvre
and door opening?

11. Are the door fittings/locks and light switches
easily reached and operated?

12. Is there an emergency call system and is
someone designated to respond?

13. Can the emergency call system be operated
from floor level?

(continued)
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'G' Lavatories (continued)

Date:
Location:
No. Item
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13. Is the wheelchair WC compartment large
enough to permit manoeuvre for frontal /
lateral / angled / backward transfer, with
or without assistance? (delete)

14. Are the fittings arranged to facilitate these
manoeuvres? 00000E1

15. Are handwashing and drying facilities within
reach of someone seated on the WC? 000000

16. Is the tap appropriate for use by someone
with limited dexterity, grip or strength? 000000

17. Are suitable grab rails fitted in all the
appropriate positions to facilitate use
of the WC? 000000

18. Is the manoeuvring area free of obstruction,
eg boxed-in pipework / radiators / cleaner's
equipment / disposal bins / occasional
storage, etc., and is a difficulty caused by the
activity of service contractors? (delete) 000000

19. If there is more than one standard layout
WC compartment provided, are they
handed to offer a left-sided approach and
a right-sided approach? 000000
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'H' Fixtures and fittings

Date:
Location:
No. Item

or X as applicable

1.E1 Is any servery / counter accessible to all
users, including those with hearing
impairments?

2. If the building has fixed seating are there
also associated spaces for wheelchair users
and at regular intervals on long routes?

Sheet: 13
Page No.

note
(+ reverse)

E10000E1

3. Ells it possible for wheelchair users and
people with other disabilities to approach
and use all vending machines/drinking water
dispensers, etc? E100000

4. DIs it possible for people with disabilities to
serve as volunteers?

5. Are all fittings readily distinguishable from
their background? .......

6. Where there are display stands, bookstalls etc.
are they visible / reachable / accessible
by people with disabilities? 000E100

7. In any eating/meeting space do tables, chairs
and the layout allow for use by wheelchair
users and other people with disabilities? 0000E1E1

8. In any staff accommodation is it suitable
for use by people with disabilities, including
wheelchair users, with slip-resistant floor,
reduced level kitchen units and sink and
lever action taps? 00E1E10E1

9. Are all relevant locations clearly signed? 0E1E100E1
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'J' Information

Date:
Location:
No. Item
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1. Is the building equipped to provide
hearing assistance? 00000E1

2. Does lighting installation of the building
take into account the needs of people
with visual disabilities? 000000

3. Is there a tactile plan or diagram of
the building?

4. Are there large-print versions of information
aboout the building / activities available?

5. Is there 'Braille' information available for
people with visual disabilities?

6. Is there an 'audio' version of information
about the building available?

00E10E10
000000

0E1E1E10E1
7. Where there are staff available in the building

at information/refreshment facilities, are
they trained in communication with people
with physical and sensory disabilities? E100000

8. Where a payphone is provided does it have
a hearing aid coupler? 0E10E1E10

9. Are all relevant locations clearly signed? 00E1E1E1E1
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Accessibility Audit Report:
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'K' Means of escape

Date:
Location:
No. Item

or X as applicable
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1. Is there a visible as well as audible fire
alarm system? (delete) El

2. Are final exit routes as accessible to all,
including wheelchair users, as are the
entry routes?

3. Is evacuation from upper and lower levels
possible using an evacuation lift / platform
lift with a protected pover supply? (delete)

4. If people with disabilities cannot evacuate from
the building independently are designated and
signed refuges available?

5. If refuges are available are they equipped
with 'carry chairs'?

6. Is there a 'management evacuation strategy'
for staff, congregation and visitors, and are
staff trained in evacuation procedures? El

7. Is the evacuation strategy checked regularly
for its effectiveness?

8. Are evacuation routes checked routinely and
regularly for freedom from combustible
materials / obstacles / locked doors? (delete) El

9. Are all fire warning devices and detectors
checked routinely and regularly?
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ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'S' Supplementary

Date:
Location:
No. Item

or X as applicable
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Accessibility Audit Report: Sheet:S/
ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST Page No.

'S' Supplementary

Date:
Location:
No. Item

or X as applicable
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ACCESS AUDIT CHECKLIST

'S' Supplementary
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